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News
Smart Buildings for a greener Europe - Recordings
of webcast now available
BUILD UP looks back on a successful workshop of the
Concerted Action EPBD on smart buildings. The workshop,
held in St. Julian's, Malta, could be followed live and on
Twitter. Many viewers handed in questions or responded to
our live surveys. Recordings of the webcast are now
available. Read more

News from our partners
EBC at World Sustainable Energy Days:
opportunities for construction SMEs
BUILD UP partner the European Builders Confederation
(EBC) joined the World Sustainable Energy Days and set
out how energy renovations by constructon SMEs can be
encouraged through innovative business models
and training and skills. Read more

BUILD UP renewed partnership with ECTP
BUILD UP is delighted to announce its renewed
partnership with European Construction Technology
Platform (ECTP). BUILD UP Partners are key allies of the
European Commission in its pursuit of improving the
energy efficiency of Europe's building stock. Read more

Practices
Case of the Month
Zaramaga - social housing renovation
February's Case of the Month shows the energy
refurbishment of a social housing block from the 1950s
and 60s in the neighborhood of Zaramaga in VitoriaGasteiz, Spain. Read more

STEP-2-SPORT final event summary: Reducing
the energy consumption of sports buildings
STEP-2SPORT, a project that supports the renovation of
sports buildings into NZEBs, has reached the finishing line.
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STEP-2SPORT, a project that supports the renovation of
sports buildings into NZEBs, has reached the finishing line.
At the project's final event, results were shared with sport
associations, EU associations and the construction sector.
Highlights are now available on BUILD UP. Read more

Learn
Follow for free: the MEnS webinar series
On 22 February the MEnS project started its series of five
free webinars on NZEB retrofits. The first webinar
discussed the integration of renewables in existing
buildings, the second one dealt with community initiatives.
MEnS delivers educational and training programs for
building professionals, with an emphasis on women and
unemployed professionals. Read more

Events
Smart eco-building and
social housing: from
design to reality
27 April, Vienna
The EU-funded projects
EU-GUGLE, SINFONIA and
SMARTER TOGETHER will
share results and on
smart refurbishment
solutions for social
housing. Read more

38th Euroheat & Power
Congress

EU Sustainable Energy
Week 2017

14 May, Glasgow

19 - 25 June, Brussels

This leading event on
district energy discusses a
range of technical and
commercial issues; from
resource assessment and
innovative technological
design to market and
policy
developments. Read more

Proposals for Policy
Conferencesessions for
the and projects for the
EU Sustainable Energy
Awards can be handed in
until 10 March. Read more

Tell us what you do! Propose content on BUILD UP
or contact us directly pr@buildup.eu.
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